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T h e B e n e d i c t i o n of P e a c e .

The disciples were all at sea,
troubled and driven to and fro by
their doubts and fears, and their hearts
were heavy with the grief of impending parting .from him they loved.
They had formed certain ideas of
what Christ's mission was to be, and
when they found that all their views,
their ideas, were disregarded by him,
and that he was going steadfastly on
to his death, predicting it, providing
for it, and turning neither to the right
nor to the left as he went toward Calvary, they were amazed and confused,
uncertain whether he was all that he
had claimed himself to be.
In this conflict of thought and feeling, the Lord said unto them : "My
peace I leave with you, my peace I
give unto you. Not as the world
giveth, give I unto you. Let not
your heart be fearful, neither let it be
afraid." In his message he tried to
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comfort them and help them to see
that the present separation was for
their good; that he would be from
them but a little while, when he would
return and take them closer to him
then ever before.
This benediction of peace is a heritage for all believers. Writing to the
Philippians, the Apostle says: "And
the peace of God which passeth all
understanding shall guard your hearts
and your thoughts in Christ Jesus."
The peace of God is the peace of
Christ. As our Lord spoke to the
troubled waters of Galilee and to his
perturbed disciples while with them
on earth, so now. he stills the tempests
in the troubled hearts and lives of
men. The anxious followers of the
Master feared that some mistake had
been made—that he did not understand ; and their confidence was
shaken. But he reassured them, told
them that the Holy Spirit would come
to them, and with them his peace
would abide. In a little while their
eyes were opened, their hearts were
satisfied, and they went forward in
joyful service and with abiding peace
in their souls.

The peace of the world is a superficial peace. The nations that are outwardly at peace with each other are
always ready for war, and alert to
grasp each other by the throat. They
declare they are at peace, yet go on
building warships, strengthening their
armies, and waiting for the time of
the inevitable outbreak. Theirs is not
an abiding peace, but a mere breathing-time between conflicts. But the
peace that the Lord gives in the heart
is an everlasting peace, which can not
be touched or disturbed by the passions of the world or the enemy of
our souls. While outwardly we may
share the conflicts which disturb other
people, it is a blessing and a joy to
know that nothing can touch our
hearts; that the sources of our being
are guarded by the infinite love, and
sheltered in peace everlasting. In the
secret places of the soul we have the
confidence of God and the stillness of
divine love and peace. All the
shadows that come can not make our
lives permanently sad and somber.
"Weeping may endure for a night, but
joy cometh in the morning." The
heart is fixed, trusting in the Lord.

Jesus gave his disciples distinctly
to understand that his peace was not
that of the world. There • was no
promise to them that they would have"
no outward conflicts, that.no storms
would arise in their lives. But his assurance was that whatever might be
on the surface, down in the depths of
their souls there was to be the stillness of supreme content, a deathless
confidence in God, an abiding trust in
'the Lord Jesus Christ. On the sea,
the mightiest storms and the deepest
waves go very little below the surface.
The winds may blow, and the waves
climb to the skies, but in the depths
is stillness and peace unvexed. We
take this as a picture of what our
lives may be in Christ Jesus. The
Lord does not say that there will be
no friction, or conflicts, but he does
promise that in our hearts the storms
of life shall not come; that in the
depths of our souls there shall be that •
peace which passeth all understanding.

The reception of this precious benediction of Christ is on simple conditions. The Lord does not give it to
us if we do not want it. The presence
of Christ stilled the waters and stayed
the winds, and it is the Christ in our
hearts and lives who brings the peace
which shelters us from the storms and
agitations that come to men. Paul
says, "Christ dwells in me by faith,
and the life I now live I live by faith
in the Son of God." That great soul,
with the stormy outward life, was divinely calm within. Down in the
depths, beyond what men could see
and understand, he had the confidence
of God, and the blessedness of everlasting peace. May this be our precious heritage, whatever may be the
outward conditions of our lives. So,
then, let us by faith appropriate the
benediction, "My peace I leave with
you, my peace I give unto you. Not
as the world giveth, give I unto you.
Let not your heart be fearful, neither
let it be afraid."—Christian Standard.
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EDITORIAL.
Justified by Blood.
It is always of interest to read the
Bible account of Israel's deliverance
from Egyptian bondage and consider
its relative lessons in the justification
and deliverance of man from the guilt
of his transgressions, and from the
bondage of Satan. Paul in his defence
before Agrippa said that he was commissioned to go among the Gentiles " t o
open their eyes and to turn them from
darkness to light and from the power
of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance among them which are sanctified
by faith which is in m e " ( J e s u s ) .
Without the shedding of blood there
can be n o remission of sins, and in
Israel's deliverance from bondage in
E g y p t blood occupied an important
place. Before Israel could escape or
be brought out from E g y p t the passover lamb must be slain, and the blood
applied to the doorpost and lintel of
the Israelite houses, which being done,
those dwelling under the shelter of the
blood dwelt in safety. W e herewith
present an interesting study of this
topic as given in "Notes on Bible
Study," by R. V . Bingham. May we
hold fast to the truth of God as regards
blood-atonement and not be deceived
into the modern belief that denies this
important essential in man's salvation.
W e quote as follows:
J U S T I F I E D BY BLOOD.

( E x o d u s xii.)
"This topic, which has always been
important, needs to be especially em-
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phasized in our day, when men occupying the place of Christian teachers
are denying the necessity of atonement
by blood, and a r e thus undermining
the foundation on which the Church
has built its hope.
" T h e r e are two verses in our lesson
that bring out very clearly the divine
teaching in regard t o the blood, vs. 1323, 'When I see the blood I will pass
over you, there shall no plaugue be
upon you to destroy you, when I smite
the land of Egypt.' Concerning this
covenant of blood we observe first, that
it was divinely chosen, and furthermore, it was divinely honored. H o w ever men may bicker and argue, and
expose their foolishness in questioning
the necessity of any such arrangement,
the fact remains, that this was the
divine appointment for Israel. A n d
again, the same foundation underlies
the safety and deliverance of God's
children during all ages. Jesus Christ
is the L a m b of God that taketh away
the sin of the whole world. (John i.
29.)
"Christ himself spoke of his blood as
that by which men should have eternal
life, and through the rejection of which
they should be excluded from life.
(John vi. 53-56.)
" T h e Apostles taught the same thing
as plainly as human language could
teach anything. In Romans v. 9, Paul
says: 'Being justified by his blood
we shall be saved from wrath through
him.' H e further states that 'we have
redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins,' ( E p h . i. 7 ; Col., i.
14-20.
In the Epistle
to the
Hebrews his teaching concerning the
blood of Christ is very explicit, as he
clearly proves that by it we are brought
nigh to God, and through the rejecttion of it we are brought under terrible
guilt. ( H e b . ix. 12-14; x - 2 9-)
" T h e apostles Peter and John, in
their Epistles, built on the same
foundation, ( I Peter i. 18, 19; I John
i. 7 ) , and in that remarkable Apocalypse, the saints viewed in their
heavenly condition a r e ascribing their
salvation and their glory to the wonderful efficacy of th$ blood of t h e
Lamb. ( R e v . i. 5 ; v. 9 ; vii. 14; xii.
11.)

" I n the lesson before us we learn
that the blood of t h e L a m b was efficacious in a double sense:
" 1 . I t ensured safety. God had
promised, 'When I see the blood I will
pass over you,' and when all the firstborn of E g y p t died, n o stroke of j u d g ment rested upon a single house of
Israel that was covered by the blood.
Men may question as they will, but the
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fact remains, that judgment will never
touch the soul that takes refuge beneath the blood of God's appointed
Lamb. ( R o m . viii. 1, 34.)
"2. It brought peace of conscience.
Israel could rest within the home because they knew that they were safe,
and knew it on the basis of God's covenant.
T h e unbeliever may have a
peace and a sense of security, and it
may have been that in Egypt on that
night that the Egyptians slept while
Israel was all awake, but with the
Egyptians it was the sleep of destruction and a rest of false security, but
with Israel peace flowed from the assurance of God's covenant faithfulness.
It was peace through believing. ( I
Peter i. 8. Rom. v. 1; xv. 13; I John
i.7.)
"Again, it is well t o note the conditions on which Israel received the
benefit of the divine covenant.
On
their part it involved first, faith; and
secondly, heart ' submission.
They
would never have been saved that night
if they had adopted the unbelieving attitude of modern criticism.
They
would never have sprinkled the blood
upon t h e door and their unbelief would
have led t o their destruction. They
believed God and the belief was that
of true faith which led them to carry
out t h e divine injunction.
They believed and therefore acted according
to the word of God. This is ever the
test of real and spurious faith. ( M a t t ,
vii. 24-27; John iii. 36, R. V . ; H e b . v.
9-)
" I n these days of declination, let us
see to it that we allow nothing t o come
in to shake our confidence in the efficacy of the blood of Christ, and let us
further make sure that we have taken
refuge beneath it, and are, in consequence, truly saved and enjoying peace
with God."
W e were permitted to spend a few
days with the brethren in North
Franklin district, recently.
W e attended the harvest meeting at t h e home
of Bro. A. L. Musser, at Mongul on
the 6th inst., and t w o meetings at the
Air Hill M. H . — S a t u r d a y evening and
Sunday morning, and one meeting
•—Sunday evening—at the Mount
Rock M . H . T h e first meeting in connection with the harvest meeting was
held on Friday evening, the 6th, when
a goodly number met and enjoyed a
season of fellowship and praise. T h e
meetings on Saturday morning and
afternoon were largely attended, the
barn being filled up at both services.
This meeting was specially of interest
because Bro. and Sister Musser, with
their son, a r e expecting to now com-
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plete their arrangements for starting
to India as missionaries, so this meeting partook of the nature of a farewell
meeting. Additional interest attached
to the meeting in that all the members
of the out-going band were present.
Bro. Angeney had come from Philadelphia, Sister Maggie Landis from
Silverdale, and Sister Stoner from
Martinsburg. The afternoon service
was given over to these prospective
missionaries, and all of them spoke of
the Lord's dealings with them and
their call to the foreign field. The
meetings were interesting and impressive. The meetings at Air Hill and
Mount Rock on Sunday were well attended and we enjoyed the services.
The brethren, C. S. Lesher, of South
Franklin, and Jacob Books, of Lebanon, were also present at these meetings, and ministered in the word as
they were enabled by the Lord.
In our last issue we made reference
to our band of missionaries going to
India, and made reference in a special
way to Sister Martha Barr, of Lancaster, Pa. Since then we have been informed that she has decided not to go
with the outgoing band, but intends
to go under the auspices of another society. In order to do justice to all of
our readers we think it right to make
this statement concerning the sister.
The rest are preparing to go and are
worthy of the sympathy and support
of the brethren and sisters. It means
much to enter such a work and we hope
the Lord will support and strengthen
those who go, filling them and equipping them for the work which they
undertake in his name.
Bro. and Sister Noah Zook have
completed their stay in Canada for the
present, and have crossed the line into
Michigan. After spending a few days
in Port Huron, they purposed to go to
Elmer, Mich., and commence to work
at that place.
We trust their campaign in Michigan may be successful
in accomplishing great things for God.
On their way from Nottawa to Michigan, they spent a week at Howick,
where they had labored a while last
Winter with considerable success as
noted in the VISITOR at that time. We
trust the new converts were encouraged and may continue to make progress in the service of the Lord.
It turns out not to be correct about
the St. Louis mission. We had received indirect information on the
strength of which we said in our last
issue that the brethren, Gish and
Sheets, with their wives, were then at
St. Louis. A recent letter from Bro.
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Sheets informs us that it is incorrect
and that our statement needs correction. We are sorry that the mistake
occurred. Bro. Sheets says he is at
his home at Moonlight, Kan., and does
not know where Bro. Gish's present
engagements are.
We again offer to all new subscribers to send the VISITOR from October,
1904 to the end of 1905 for $1.00, giving three months for nothing.
We
also offer to send the paper from now
till the end of the year for 25 cents to
new subscribers. Let our friends
make a special united effort to introduce the VISITOR into as many of the
homes of the brotherhood as possible.
We ought to succeed in swelling the
subscription list to two thousand paying subscribers.
What creates the caste spirit ? Pride
and selfishness. What will break the
spirit of caste?
Humility and love.
The prouder we are of our attainments,
our home, our rank, our denomination, our possessions, the more selfish
we become. God hates pride in any
form (Prov. xvi. 5 ). There is no getting round the fact that every person
sustains a threefold relationship to
every other person.
We all possess
bodies, minds and souls. Thus physically, mentally, and morally we are
alike. And if in the providence of
God some of us are more highly developed in body, mind, or spirit than
others are, is it anything to be proud
of? Ah, no! It should fill our hearts
with humility and love, and an earnest
desire to bring others up to our state of
development, lest through pride we
ourselves become "castaways."—Sel.
Four heathen Chinese women called
a meeting to take action in unbinding
the feet.
There were eighty women
present. One of the women gave an
address which was followed by discussion, and then all present were asked
whether they would unbind their own
feet, and whether they would promise
never to bind their daughters' feet.
Fifty women made this promise. This
meeting was most remarkable in that it
was called by heathen women and conducted by them entirely. Before the
meeting closed they decided to raise
money among themselves to open a
girls' school.
Is not this wonderful
for the women of China, who have
never been allowed to think for themselves in anything?—Selected.
"Why don't you use a tool instead of
your hand in shaping those vessels?"
asked a visitor of a potter. The potter
replied: "There is no tool that can do

this work. We have tried many different ones, but somehow it needs a
human touch."
Far too many of
God's children are using tools in his
work when they should use themselves.
It is an easy matter to present Christ
to the world by tools, but quite another
thing to represent him by our own personal touch. Yet the latter way is the
only way that will break down the barrier between us and our fellowmen.
We cannot cheat the world.
They
know the difference between the touch
of the tool and the touch of the human
hand.—Selected.
The horrors of the rum traffic in
Africa are unutterable. I traveled up
and down the coasts on boats that were
simply wholesale liquor houses—rum
in hogsheads, rum in casks, rum in
barrels, rum in kegs, rum in demijohns, rum in stone jugs, and the vilest
rum that ever burned its way down
human throats.
The Christian nations of the world have turned the entire west coast into one long bar-room,
from which no fewer than two million
savages go forth to die every year, as
a result of the traffic.—Rev. Charles
Morris.
The world will never grow tired of
Christ. Men have little use nowadays for creeds, theologies, and dogmas, but Christ is growing in public
esteem day by day, for men realize
more and more the need of him. As
long as there are suffering and sad
hearts in the world there will be need
for Christ; as long as there are struggles and wounds there will be need
of a hand to soothe and bind up the
hurt; as long as there is the cry of
hunger in the world there will be the
need of him who is the bread of life.
—Rev. G. D. Cleworth.
A harvest meeting will be held at the
home of Bro. John B. Niesley, near Carlisle,
Cumberland county, Pa., on August 20th,
at 2 p.m. A cordial invitation is extended
herewith to attend this meeting.
Look at your credit, please. If
there is any mistake write us at once.
It can be corrected easier now than if
you wait a year. If you did not subscribe for the paper yourself and do
not intend to pay for its renewal, then
refuse to take it when the credit has
expired and the P. M. will have to
notify us of your refusal. If you are
in arrears and don't intend to pay the
debt, please write us and tell us so, and
we know where we are at. A blue X
on your label will tell you that your
time is now run out. Two blue X's
will tell you that you are in arrears already and should pay up at once.
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS.
" T h o u g h t s of H o m e . "
I've been thinking of home, of my "Father's
house,
Where the many manisons be,"
Of the city whose streets are paved with
gold,
Of its jasper walls, so fair to behold,
Which the riehteous alone shall see.
I've been thinkinc of the home, where they
need not the light
Of the sun, nor moon, nor star;
Where the gates of pearl "are not shut by
day,
For no night is there," but the weary may
Find rest from the world afar.
I've been thinking of home, of the river of
life
That flows through the city so p u r e ;
Of the tree that stands by the side of the
stream,
Whose leaves in mercy with blessings teem,
The sin-wounded soul to cure.
I've been thinking of home, of the loved
ones there,
Dear friends who have gone before,
With whom we walked to the death-river
side,
And sadly thought, as we watched the tide,
Of the happy days of yore.
I've been thinking of home, and my heart is
full
Of love for the Lamb of God,
W h o his precious life as a ransom gave
For a simple race, even our souls to save
From justice's avenging rod.
I've been thinking of home, and I am homesick n o w ;
My spirit doth long to be
In the "better land," where the ramsomed
sing
Of the love of Christ, their Redeemer,
King,
Of mercy so costly, so free.
I've been thinking of home, yea, "home,
sweet h o m e ; "
Oh ! there may we all unite
With the white-robed throng, and forever
raise
T o the triune God sweetest songs of praise,
With glory, and honor, and might.
—Selected by E. M. Hoffer, Elizabethtown,
Pa.
For

the
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T h e Great H o p e .

(Continued from July 15th number.)
VII. It is the Hope of Victory.
"That is all very nice and good,"
says some one, "what you have been
telling of the blessings of the world
to come; but it is too far-off to do me
any good at the present time. It is
uncertain whether I will ever have a
blessed meeting with the Son of man
and with the good and wise of all
ages.
The troubles and trials and
toils of life are hard upon me. It is
a struggle and a warfare, and how it
will end is hard to tell."
The Christian course is, indeed, a
warfare. And this is true not only of
the individual Christian at the present
day, but of the whole church of God
through the ages as she is beset and
antagonized by all the forces of evil
in the world.
Immediately after the first parents
of the human race had fallen from
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their exalted and blessed station, and
had lost their crown of uprightness
and their, crown of rulership, before
their sad departure from the primeval
Eden of perfect bliss and beauty, and
even before the pronouncing of the
divine sentence, God in his mercy gave
them a promise, a ray of hope, while
his prophetic wisdom announced the
coming conflict, the conflict of the
ages.
"And the Lord God said unto the
serpent, I will put enmity between thee
and the woman, and between thy seed
and her seed; it shall bruise thy head
and thou shalt bruise his heel. 'Tis
the great struggle between truth and
error between the forces of light and
darkness, between righteousness and
unrighteousness. And although many
men do not recognize this spiritual
warfare, yet, sooner or later, every one
of the sons and daughters of Adam
will find his or her place on one side
or the other. There is much said in
Scripture about overcoming and overcomers.
And the benedictions and
rewards to be given the true overcomers in the great future, when the hosts
of truth and love, bearing palms of
gladsome victory, shall, with exultant
songs and shouts, return to Zion, are
too grand and precious to be neglected
or despised by the truly wise.
(1.) "To him that overcometh will
I give to eat of the tree of life which
is in the midst of the paradise of God."
(2.) And again: "He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second
death."
(3.) And again: "To him that
overcometh will I give to eat of the
hidden manna and will give him a
white stone, and in the stone a new
name written which no man knoweth
saving he that receiveth it."
(4.) And again:
"And he that
overcometh and keepeth my works
unto the end, to him will I give power
over the nations. And I will give him
the morning star."
(5.) And again: "He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed in
white raiment, and I will not blot out
his name out of the book of life, but I
will confess his name before my Father
and before his angels."
(6.) And again:
"To him that
overcometh will I grant to si'' with me
in my throne, even as I also overcame
and am set down with my Father in
his throne."
(7.) And again : "He that overcometh shall inherit all things, and I
will be his God and he shall be my
son."
Let us under this heading consider:
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1. The Foregoing Struggle.
2. The Earnestness and Persist-!
ency of this Struggle.
3. The Enemies to be Overcome. 1
4. The Grounds and Assurances of\
Victory.
1. There Must be a Struggle.
No battle, no victory. No victor]!
no crowning of victors. No toil, rifl
reward. No humiliation, no exaltaB
tion. No cross-bearing, no crown-]
wearing. And tin- battle always goea
before the victory, not after. And thJ
toil always goes before the rewardj
the cross-bearing before the crown-j
wearing. If we suffer with him, v
shall also reign with him. This TM
God's order even in the natural a n a
political world, but more especially!
is it true in the kingdom of God.
There is no entering into the king-i
dom of God without passing through!
this struggle. There is no part in the!
better resurrection or in the life everj
lasting without it. No part in the
glories of the world to come without!
it. No right to the tree of life and ndl
entrance through the gates into the]
city which hath foundations without!
it. No blessed converse and fellow-!
ship with the good and the great of afl
ages in the grand reunion and jublileel
of the new creation, and, above all, no!
exaltation as the overcoming BRIDE,.™
the throne and power and glory of the]
glorified Christ. We must be fight-1
ers. We must be valiant soldiers |
the cross.
Ease and worldliness can not entefl
into the kingdom of God. They mus>
be shaken off and left behind. It L
the earnest and impetuous soul tha^
takes the kingdom of heaven by force
Laziness • and indifference does no
affect the matter. We must be up ;
doing. We must shake off our torr.
and our sloth and our fears, and pres
with vigor on.
The race has to hfl
run, we can not escape it. Hear ye]
the word of the Lord:
(1.) "Fight the good fight cB
faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereJ
unto thou art also called." (I. Tina
vi. 12.) That is to say, the way 1
lay hold on eternal life is to fight th^
good fight of faith.
(2.) And again: "Let us labor
therefore, to enter into that rest, lefl
any man fall after the same exampl^
of unbelief." (Heb. iv. 11.)
(3.) And again: "Thou there]
fore endure hardness as a good soldier
of Jesus Christ." (II. Tim. ii.3.)
2. This Struggle must be Earnest
Persistent and Enduring.
Spasmodic and intermitten spells on
faithfulness and devotion are not thej
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marks of a good soldier. It will not
do for the soldier, after serving a
month, to run away from the army in
order to attend to some business at
home.
N o r will it do for him to fight
one battle bravely, and in the next
battle when he has to contend against
overwhelming numbers, to desert his
post and run before the enemy. T h e
good soldier of Jesus Christ has enlisted to the end of the war. H e is no
three-months man. W h e n he has put
his hand to the plow he looks not back.
H e goes into the contest with all the
energies of his nature. H e will win
or die. Others may attend to worldly
matters, others may be drawn away
hither and thither, but he will attend
without swerving to his Master's business. H e has cut himself loose from
everything else.
H e has burnt his
bridges behind him. Nevermore will
he return to Egypt. To the land of
promise will he go, rain or shine. And
when the battle's over, he will enter
into the joy of his Lord midst the
triumphant acclamations of his fellowsoldiers, from heaven to earth resounding, and from earth to heaven, in that
same sweet land of promise, where
love and truth and right are on the
throne and hold undisturbed dominion
and where flow the waters of perpetual
youth.
(1.) " A n d Jesus said unto them.
No man having put his hand to the
plow and looking back, is fit for the
kingdom of God." ( L u k e ix. 62.)
(2.) And a g a i n : "To them who,
by patient continuance in
well-doing,
seek for honor and glory and immortality, eternal life." (Rom. ii. 7.)
( 3 . ) A n d a g a i n : " B u t this one
thing I do, forgetting those things
which are behind, and reaching forth
unto those things which are before, I
press toward the mark for the prize
of the high calling of God in Christ
Jesus." (Phil. iii. 13, 14.)
(4.) And a g a i n : "But I keep
under my body and bring it into subjection." ( I . Cor. ix. 27.)
T h e first meaning of the original
word is " t o beat black and blue." I
beat my body black and blue, and
bring it into subjection. It indicates
the intenseness of Paul's soul while
pressing onward and fighting onward
for the great prize of his high calling.
H e is determined that nothing shall
come in his way or prevent him from
attaining it. And if it be his body
that is in his way, he will put it out
of his way by the severest of discipline and make that body serve his one
great purpose. W e may then give the
passage t h u s : " I therefore so run,
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not as uncertainly: so fight I, not as
one that beateth the air! But I force
my body under and bring it into subjection, lest that, by any means, when
I have preached to others, I myself,
should be a castaway."
(5.) And a g a i n : "Strive to enter
in at the strait g a t e ! "
( L u k e xiii.
24.)
Or, as it is in the original, " F i g h t
and agonize to enter in at the strait
gate." T h e word here translated
strive in our common version, from
which comes our English word agonize, is the word that refers to the Grecian race courses. Its first meaning
is "to be a combatant in the public
games." These contestants laid aside
all unnecessary clothing and every
weight, and removed every obstacle
in their way, and, as it were, fought
their way to the goal.
If any bystander was in their way, doubtless
they pushed him aside or knocked him
over, and rushed on.
So Christ here tells us to fight our
way up to and into the strait gate
which leads to life, even if we have to
agonize in so doing. T h a t is the way
to be an overcomer.
Don't be so
tender! Don't be afraid to hurt the
flesh, you can afford it! Don't pay
any attention to its h u r t i n g s !
Don't
listen to its complaints! " I t is better
for thee that one of thy members
should perish than that thy whole body
should be cast into hell." " H e that
loveth his life shall lose it, and he that
hateth his life in this world shall keep
it unto life eternal."
J. V A N H A L T E R N .

Clay Center, Kans.
( T o be continued.)
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

" A n Answered P r a y e r . "
" A n d they stoned Stephen, calling
upon the Lord, and saying, Lord
Jesus, receive my spirit." (Acts vii.
59.) This first Christian martyr was
a man full of faith and the Holy
Spirit. Is there the slightest doubt
that his prayer, the last he made, was
prompted by the Holy Spirit, and
based upon the same faith that had
opened heaven to his view, and had
shown him the glory of God, and
Jesus, his loved Master, standing at
the right hand of God? Surely this
prayer, voiced to our Jesus was heard,
and Stephen is now at home in glory
with Jesus in the "prepared place"
where Jesus receives his followers to
himself, and there he waits for the
resurrection of his body, when in a
more complete sense he will be forever with the Lord. Notice it was a

prayer to Jesus, and the last one he
ever made on e a r t h ; some teach that it
is "unscriptural to pray to any but our
F a t h e r ; Stephen did not think so. T h e
next chapter tells that "devout men
buried Stephen and made great lamentation over him."
They could not
bury his spirit, the real Stephen, for
long before this he had arrived safe
home with Jesus, but they could bury
that poor, bruised body, the temple
in which the inner man once lived and
could lament over all they could see of
the departed saint; lamentations on
earth, but what rejoicings and welcomings in the heavenly home!
A. McG.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Walking: W i t h God.
Every saint must walk with God.
"And Enoch walked with G o d : and
he was not; for God took him." (Gen.
v. 24.)
"Noah was a just man and perfect
in his generations, and Noah walked
with God." (Gen. vi. 9.)
" H e hath shewed thee, O man, what
is g o o d ; and what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to
love mercy, and to walk humbly with
thy G o d ? " ( M i c a h v i . 8.)
T h e above shows that the patriarch
saints walked with G o d ; if not, God
could not have translated them. Enoch
was a just man.
" F o r before his translation he had
this testimony, that he pleased God."
It was by faith that Enoch was translated. "But without faith it is impossible to please him."
And, the word of God is the ground
work of faith. So then, let us study
the word of God for ourselves, and
see where we are walking. W e are
walking either on the broad road or
on the narrow path. W h y was Noah a
just and perfect man ? Because, Noah
did according to all that God commanded him, so did he. "Noah being
warned of God of things not seen as
yet, moved with fear, prepared an ark
to the saving of his house; by the
which he condemned the world, and
became heir of the righteousness
which is by faith.
Walking with God implies to walk
as he (Jesus) zvalked.
" H e that saith he abideth in him
ought himself so to walk, even as he
walked." ( I . John ii. 6.)
The first five verses show that he
comforts them against the sins of infirmity.
And rightly to know God, is
to keep his commandments.
In the
first verse it does not give us any
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license to sin, and then come to Jesus
to ask forgivness. No never, NEVER!
But this one thing we ought to
know, that we are all poor creatures,
we are all liable to make mistakes, and
if we see our mistakes, let us acknowledge them and ask forgiveness.
But we ought to know what is sin.
And if we know what is sin, let us
abhor it with abhorrence. If not, let
us take the holy Bible or the unchangeable word of God, and read it
with a prayerful heart, and find out
what is sin, or the nature of man, and
then die to sin, or the nature of man;
and then receive those beautiful Christian graces which -are for every one
who wants them. You will find them
in Gal. v. 22-25; Col. iii. 12-14.
Walking with God is to walk in the
light.
"But if we walk in the light, as he
(Jesus) is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood
of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us
from all sin." (I. John i. 7).
As we come into conversation with
some people, we can easily find out
whether they are walking with Jesus.
Some seem to be speechless, others
seem to rise up in self and say, we do
not want you or your Gospel. The
most trouble is with one who makes a
formal profession of religion. Certainly there is no fellowship one with
another, there is a tearing apart in the
place of blending together. When we
present the truth to some, they will
say: yes you know it, you know it! in
a mocking way. This ought not to
be, that is of the devil. I, myself have
realized this, and it comes from the
same body of believers as that the
writer is with. Now all those who are
of the household of faith, let us get up
to the blood of Jesus Christ that we
may get behind the blood, so that the
inherited sin may be cleansed from us.
Walking with God requires us to
walk in the truth.
"For I rejoiced greatly, when the
brethren came and testified of the truth
that is in thee, even as thou walkest in the truth. I have no greater joy
than to hear that my children walk in
truth." (III. John 3.)
I do not write this as a father or
elder in the church. But it must be
rejoicing for an elder to see his children walking in the truth, and to
testify of the truth and to say, amen,
to the truth.
Walking zvith God requires us to
walk in the Spirit.
"If we live in the Spirit, let us also
walk in the Spirit." (Gal. v. 25.) We
notice here, that before we live in the
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Spirit, we must first get away from
the works of the flesh. Please read
the works of the flesh, you will find
them in Gal. v. 19-21. Jesus said in
Mark vii. 21-23, what will defile the
man. And in Col. iii. 8, 9, you will
also find what we must put off.
If
these things are not put off, there will
be continual fighting going on, and the
enemy, the adversary of our soul will
have the victory.
I see that my article is getting too
lengthy; there would be more Scripture proof how we (saints) should
walk. But I would like to give two
promises out of God's word. Namely
to those who walk with God.
1. They shall not faint.
"But they that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings as eagles; they
shall run and not be weary; and they
shall walk, and not faint." (Isa. xl.
31.) We find so many Christians they
do not run, neither do they walk
straight forward, they stop at
some by-path to rest themselves, and
then they lose the roll, and when the
roll is called, they will then only discover that they have none. Let us be
wide awake and not stop at any bypath, because it will lead to destruction.
2. Promise. They shall have all
good things.
"For the Lord God is a sun and
shield: the Lord will give grace and
glory: no good thing will he withhold
from them that walk uprightly."
(Psa. lxxxiv. 11.) We have in this
verse that "the Lord God is a sun and
shield."
The sun represents light,
and we appreciate the light of the sun,
and we love to walk in the light of the
sun. "The Lord God is a sun," and
that sun will never go down, so then
let us walk in the light of God. "And
shield," represents protection.
We
all love to be protected from danger,
do we not? Yes we do. Well then
let us walk uprightly in all his ways,
and then he will protect us from the
fiery darts of the wicked one (and
they sometimes come from professed
people).
And every one that surrenders all to him will find grace and
glory.
Working till Jesus comes.
A. L. MUSSER.

Mungul, Pa.
To go and lay life into the obedience
of God as a diamond lays itself into
the sunshine, that the mere surface
brilliancy may deepen, and region behind region of splendor be revealed
below—that does not seem to come
into our thought.
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Ho Cross, No Crow*.
"Then said Jesus unto his disciples,
if any man will come after me, let him
deny himself, and take up his cross and
follow me." (Matt. xvi. 24.)
"And whosoever doth not bear his
cross, and come after me, cannot be
my disciple." (Luke xiv. 27.)
To be a disciple of Jesus Christ,
means much. We must become willing
to leave all and follow him, We must
turn our backs to a sinful world, forsake it with all its enticements and vain
delusions, its pride and vanity, and put
on Christ. It is not holding up hands,
or standing up, asking prayers, or
coming forward for prayers, that
makes us Christians, although this is a
great step in that direction, i believe,
with some it is the hardest point in
their life, just to get willing to let the
world know that they mean to seek
Christ.
Others are not so backward
in that way, but stumble more at the
cross. They will try to get around it,
step over it, any way but to cheerfully,
pick it up and carry it. And this is the
only way we will find it light. We all
have no doubt found out some time in
our past lives, that any task we have
been asked to do, if we went about it
unwillingly, how long it would take us
to do it, and it would seem so hard to
finish it. Where, had we been willing
to do it, we would have done it in a
short time.- So it is in taking up the
cross of Christ. If we are just willing
to follow him regardless of what the
world may think or say, the cross will
be so light we. won't feel its weight.
We will find the yoke easy, and we can
go on our way rejoicing.
In answer to our dear bro. editor's
note, page 3 of July 1st issue, I would
say, I believe the unwillingness to take
up the cross is the greater hindrance
to those making progress in the divine
life, who have started on the way. This
we see in our district, where so many
have been lately aroused and made to
confess that they were sinners (under
the labors of our dear Bro. and Sister
Noah Zook and wife).
We believe
these dear souls meant just what they
said, and have come as far as the cross
and are now halting there. But we
are glad to say that quite a number of
them have the determination to go
right through, which makes our souls
rejoice, as we hear them testify in our
weekly prayer-meetings, time after
time. How very encouraging it is to
us all, and our prayer is that all those
who have laid their hand to the gospel
plow, will not look back, but press onward, meet every condition, follow
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wherever he leads, and they have the
promise of eternal lif<\ and their influence will go out for good in winning
others to Christ.
Dear brethren pray for us all. God
knows we are much concerned about
this work.
Yours in Christian love,
SISTER SARAH

MCTAGGART.

Stay tier, Ont.
For the EVANGF.LICAL VISITOR.

The Pure in Heart.
"Blessed are the pure in h e a r t : for
they shall see God." ( M a t t . v. 8.)
W e find that man was created with
a pure heart. A heart that was free
from sin and pollution.
It was a
heart that knew nothing but to honor
and glorify its Creator; but after Satan
had found this pure being in the garden of Eden and after having tempted
our first parents, who yielded and disobeyed the commandment of God, this
pure heart became defiled and sin
entered into it and since then nothing
could purify it but a reconciliation
with God. U n d e r the law a burnt offering was required, but since Christ
was offered up in our stead, we must
look to him for the cleansing of our
impure hearts. They must be washed
in his precious blood which he shed
on the cross for us all.
Jesus said in the above verse
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
shall see God."Ther are two chief reasons why the pure in heart are blessed.
T h e first reason is, because the pure in
heart are by far the happiest people
in this world; for if their hearts are
pure, they are filled with the rarest
treasure—the kingdom of God—for
Jesus said, "Behold the kingdom of
God is within you," ( L u k e xvii. 2 1 ) ,
but it is positive that the kingdom of
God could not be in an impure heart.
The pure in heart in this sinful world
are like a spring in the desert, refreshing the dry places surrounding it, so
that they become fruitful. If the professing Christians were all pure in
heart, the sinners could not stand, but
would be watered with the pure water
that flows from the pure heart of the
believing ones; but it is often the case
that foul and defiled water flows from
the heart and lips of such who profess
to be the followers of a perfect Savior.
Jesus said that " a good man out of
the good treasure of his heart bringeth
forth that which is good; and an evil
man out of the evil treasure of his
heart bringeth forth that which
is evil; for of the abundance of the
heart his mouth speaketh." ( L u k e vi.
45-)
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The second reason is because as
Jesus said, "They shall see God." In
one sense of the word God can be seen
in this life by the pure in heart. They
can see him in all the scenes around
them, even in the hour of temptation,
they can see him in the spirit watching over them and protecting them
from the enemy; but in a real and
truer sense, it implies the reward of
the pure, when they shall see him as
he is and dwell with him forever. The
city New Jerusalem, which the Revelator saw, is a place where none but the
pure can dwell. The psalmist says,
" W h o shall ascend into the hill of the
Lord or who shall stand in his holy
place? H e that hath clean hands and
a pure h e a r t ; who hath not lifted up
his soul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully ( P s . xxiv. 3, 4 ) .
Dear readers, let us strive to purify
our hearts and have our robes made
white in the blood of the Lamb, that
we might before the throne of God
and serve him day and night through
all the ages of an endless eternity.
Your brother in Christ,
LEVI F.

Florin,

SHEETZ.

Pa.

For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

" B e i n g Made Free from Sin."—Horn,
vi: 22.
I have been much impressed of late
with our Lord's words "to those Jews
which believed on h i m ; " found in
John viii. 31-36. "If ye continue in
my word, then are ye my disciples indeed ; and ye shall know the truth and
the truth shall make you free."
Let us consider to whom it is addressed ; what kind of freedom is
promised; and lastly how obtained.
2.

T o W h o m Addressed.

Jesus had just said to the world,
"Except ye believe that I am he ye
shall die in your sins," but now that
certain ones have believed on him, our
Lord especially speaks to them. Their
faith and condition of heart prepares
them for a message that the world cannot receive. Every step of real faith
and obedience prepares us for new e x periences of the divine life, and Jesus
said, "if ye continue in my word, then
are ye my disciples indeed; and ye
shall know the truth and the truth
shall make you free."
W e see many true and honest believers who do not know the joy that
is experienced by being made free, and
this message of our Lord is especially
to such, for he desires our perfect happiness that we may serve and glorify
him.

2.

The Kind of Freedom promised.

T h e Jews at first understood it as
meaning a freedom of government—
but he very clearly states his meaning.
In order to understand his meaning
clearly let us notice that the Scripture
makes a distinction between sin and
sins. (See I. John i. v. 7 and v. 9.) Sin
is a principle, a unit, referred to in
Scripture as carnality, "the body of
sin," the "old man," etc., while sins
refer to our actual transgressions.
"Forgive us our S I N S . "
Jesus says
"Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin." T h a t is, the man who
says, "I must sin in word, thought and
deed," is a servant of sin, that "old
m a n " that is in him. " A n d the servant
abideth not in the house (kingdom)
forever." But following this he says :
"If therefore the Son shall make you
free ye shall be free indeed."
In Rom. vii. we get a picture of a
man who is in bondage to this principle of sin. It controls him and when
he would gladly not obey its desires,
yet he has not power to overcome it,
and cries out, " O wretched man that
I a m ! W h o shall deliver m e ? "
Sin
has dominion over him—he is a "servant of sin." But Paul s a y s : "Sin
shall not have dominion over y o u : for
ye are not under the law but under
grace." ( R o m . vi. 14.)
It is very plain then that Jesus expects to free us, so we will not be in
bondage to this inherited principle.
Paul s a y s : "Being made free from
sin, we become" no longer servants of
sin, but "servants of righteousness,"
the law written in our hearts. ( H e b .
x. 16.)
F o r the "Spirit of life in Christ
Jesus hath made me free from the law
of sin and death."
3. Now as to the method of being
made free. It is not by works. Not
by struggles, fastings, tears, etc., but
Jesus says, "Ye shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free."
T h a t is, "ye shall know the gospel, the
truth of salvation by faith in the blood
of Jesus, and not by the works of the
law." A s you, by faith apprehend the
truth that you can lay all your helplessness on Jesus, and trust in him
alone to free you, as you fully abandon
all your struggles and efforts to free
yourself and perfectly and forever
"yield yourselves unto God, as those
alive from the dead," you shall know
the blessedness of "being made free
from sin and become servants to God."
Then you shall "have your fruit unto
holiness and the end everlasting life."
In conclusion I will add,
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DR. CUEEIS' EXPERIENCE.

F r o m Sister M y e r s .

After being saved he says, "I found
that I was not saved from fret and
worry and impatience. Often a hasty
word would escape me, which I would
willingly given, my right hand to recall. The fact is, I had not yet learned
that Christ must keep me or I could
not be kept. . . .
I knew my need
of being kept, but thought at first that
it could only be met by a great vigilance in self-keeping, and a greater
firmness of self-reliance and determination ; but this failed me. Then I
tried prayer for help in self-keeping;
but my failures were just as frequent
and grievous as ever. Finally, one day
whilst repeating the Lord's Prayer,
the petition, 'Deliver us from evil,'
seemed instinct with a significance I
had never before apprehended.
The
evil it refers to I had always until then
supposed to be that which is external
to us, and which comes upon us without our choice—accidents, diseases,
losses and the like; but then I saw it
to refer to evil in the heart, evil in the
disposition, evil in the spirit. I saw
that, like the petition, 'Let thy kingdom come,' it related primarily to our
inner life, not to our outward circumstances.
Then this new light was
sealed home to me by the spirit in the
words, 'For thine is the kingdom, and
the power, and the glory, forever and
ever. Amen.' I saw that the kingdom within is the Lord's and the
power to set it up, and keep it up forever, is his also. Not the helping
power to self-keeping, but the keeping
power altogether; and when I saw
this, I said with all my heart: 'Yea,
Lord, amen; so it is, Hallelujah!
Praise God from whom all blessings
flow!'

Dear readers of the VISITOR: I
have lately had many thoughts on the
commands of God as given in his word
and what they are to us. The commands of God are holy and we should
be willing to observe them.
Please
read II. Peter i. 1-12 or the whole of
the chapter. When we are wholly in
the will of God we find much sweetness in knowing and doing that will.

"Before this great and blessed lesson had been taught me 1 thought I
knew what it would be worth if I
could be kept.
There was no price
which could have been commanded by
me, that I should have thought too
great for it. Yet I must say that I
knew comparatively nothing at all of
its value. The power that keeps is a
power that illuminates,
subdues,
teaches, strengthens, upholds, guides,
sweetens, enlivens, gives peace, and
everything else that pertains to God's
kingdom within."—Contributed.
If we look down, then our shoulders
stoop.
If our thoughts look down,
our character bends. It is only when
we hold our heads up that our body
becomes erect. It is only when our
thoughts go up that our life becomes
erect.—A. McKenzie.

I praise God this morning that I can
be one of his little ones. By his grace
I am what I am and where I am. The
blessedness of knowing and doing
God's will is all the gift of God; let us
therefore search his word as never before. His commands are not grievous. We may believe his word in the
saving of our souls and in the healing
of the body. How many people take
spoonful after spoonful of medicine,
yes, bottlesfull without reading his
word or obeying the commands and
believing his promises. No wonder
"many are weak and sickly among you
and many sleep."
We read, "God
sent his word and healed them," the
people that believed. Yes, we must
believe if we want to be saved. Christ
is the way; if we hold up Christ he
will draw all men unto him. We must
go to the people and tell them of a
Christ that saves. How many of the
readers of the VISITOR know that they
do not obey the command in its fullness, and how many eveen neglect to
pray God to send forth laborers into
the great harvest field. We don't
know where he may want us to go, but,
let us remember, Jesus said, "Go into
all the world and preach the gospel to
all." He says, go, "and lo I am with
you." Ah, how many like to stay at
home! They will not take the way
with Jesus. He came to do us good;
he is our example and we are to follow him.
We often sing, "Where he leads me
I will follow."
Some people would
better stop and think before singing
these precious songs of Zion, for it
means much to be true to God in all
his appointed ways. But, you say his
commands are not grievous, neither are
they when our heart is filled with his
love to do his will. The hymn often
comes to me where it says:
"Look on the right side, keep on the bright
side,
Gather up the sunshine and the song;
For the right side is the bright side
And the joy of the Lord makes strong."

But many ask how can I get the
constant joy of the Lord?
By a
yielded life. Then it would be well
to learn to live and sing:
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"I've yielded to God, and I'm saved every
hour;
I've yielded to God, and I feel his sweet
pow'r;
I've trusted his promises, not one has failed
Of all his word, though the tempter assailed.
CHORUS.

"Sweet quiet, yielded life,
Blessed rest from all storm and strife;
God's own peace now fills my soul,
As on him my way I roll.
"I've entered the rest of the people of God,
The holy of holies made pure by his blood;
His law is within, I delight in his will,
I've learned how to wait upon God and be
still.
"I've reckoned myself to be dead
And risen with Christ, and now
within;
The "life more abundant" he gives
This overflowing life gives me full

unto sin,
he lives
unto me,
victory."

Some may say, this can not be obtained. Yes, it can; let us not lower
the standard of God's word, for he
says in his word we shall follow peace
and holiness without which no one
shall see the Lord; and we shall put
on the whole armor of God. Would
God ask or command us to do so if he
did not know that we could do it ? No,
but he well knew that we can not do it
ourselves, so he commanded us to ask
and receive, to seek and to find, to
knock and it shall be opened unto us.
There is no doubt about it.
Jesus commanded to go out into all
the world. The world is so large; so
man}' millions have not yet heard of a
Christ that saves. The command is,
go, and lo I am with you.
Well, here at the Matoppa mission
we can also see that it pays to go in
the name of Jesus, and that some poor
souls have accepted the faith and are
walking in the light of God's word.
We praise God, they are not only receiving it for themselves but are willing to teach others the way of salvation. O, how it fills our souls to see
what God has done for these dear
ones who were in utter darkness only
a few years ago when our dear Bro.
Jesse Engle and company came here
for the first, followed by others. Bro.
Steigerwald and wife, with Bro. Doner
and wife, being still in charge at present. When we see their work we think
how faithfully they must have labored;
and with them Sister Frances Davidson, who is now in America, and we
pray that God may use her much in
bringing the needs of these benighted
people before the people there.
I
want to say right here, dear readers,
hold on to God in prayer for these consecrated workers.
We must believe
they are the right people in the right
place. They seem to understand the
nature of these people and know how
to win them. These people have much
respect for them. O that more people
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in the home land would be in the work
of throwing out the life line, in Sunday-school and in having prayer circles and more visiting from house to
house—"O, the good we all may do,
while the days are going by." I want
to do what I can to encourage the
mission cause. I know there are quite
a few of our dear young people who
feel they should step out on the promises of God. O, I would say, "trust
and obey, for their is no other way to
be happy in Jesus, but to trust and
obey." Did you ever see such happy
people as those who have yielded their
lives to God and are gone forth to do
God's bidding?
Some say, but we
can not all go; no, you don't all have
to go, but there is something for you
to do.
You pray God to show you
what is your part in the work, whether
to go, or let your sons and daughters
go, or to give a bit of your silver and
gold. I think we read some place in
the book of God that the silver and
gold is all the Lord's and the cattle
on a thousand hills are all his. Then
what have we to do? only a steward.
Can we know how much to give?
Well, let us give the Lord the tenth
first, for that belongs to him and then
if we love him aright, we will yet give
him a free-will offering.
I did not
give as much as I should have done
formerly, so now, by the help of God,
I redouble my diligence and give all
and myself too.
O, the great need of holding up
Christ wherever we go.
While we
were on the vessel, sailing across the
mighty deep, we were told that it was
not good to teach the heathen the gospel and to educate them for that only
made them bad and selfish and independent, and they will not work. But
we don't find it so here. We see they
are made respectable; they try and get
work and buy clothes, and dress themselves like civilized people, and teach
their people to live right as God sees
all they do and say. They tell their
people they must quit all their meanness and stop their lying and stealing
and every other bad habit, and, we
praise God, these teachings have a
good effect, for here is a good house
and good doors at the rooms to go in,
but we need not lock them. These
natives would not steal outside of the
house much less go inside, for they are
taught to believe the white man's God
sees everything.
Dear readers, let us take courage
and let us do what we can at home and
abroad; let it be in going, if can, or
praying for those who do go, or giving some of the good things God has
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blessed you with, and some of our
money.
I wish you could see how these dear
ones appreciate the gifts we brought
along for them and how much they
need this new church building, and
how they need a better team.
And
they would need a good wind pump or
a wind mill to pump their water up
from the spring, that it would not
need to be carried.
And how they
could irrigate their fruit trees and
their early garden at the house, and so
on.
Well, I hope by and by these
needs will all be supplied. Let every
one ask himself or herself, what can I
do in this place? God will make it
plain to every one of you that wishes
to know. You may think I am begging. God's word says we are to provoke one another to love and good
works. Think how some of you are
blessed with your farms and you thousands, have money on interest and are
making money every day, and these
dear ones have given up their home
and home comforts and are spending
their life, their strength, their talents
and all that they have and are, for
God and his glory, to save souls.
I praise God for the mission spirit
that is awakened in many dear ones in
the home-land. We have learned that
many are longing to be filled with all
the fullness of God's love and Spirit.
The blessed book says they shall be
filled; all who hunger and thirst after
God and his righteousness.
I am not 'n the habit of speaking in
favor of pictures, yet I would picture
before you a class of little native girls
that our dear Sister Doner has charge
of. They numbered thirty-five the
other Sunday. She had them out under a large bread-fru>t tree and while
she sat on a small stool they sat in
front of her on the ground and were
very attentive?
During the prayer
they turned themselves around on
their knees with their faces to the
ground in reverence, and some of the
children pray.
Let all pray God to
bless Sister Doner in her work of love
in teaching these dear children to help
them to understand the word of God,
and that they may all love Jesus and
be saved.
Then how it cheers our
hearts to hear these young converts
testify of the love of Jesus and to hear
them pray in the Spirit.
Last week Bro. Steigerwald, accompanied two white men who are exploring the land and taking data to make
out some maps of the Matoppa mountain lands.
Then Bro. Steigerwald,
with three of our native brethren and
other native men went on their expedition to preach the gospel to the na-

tives. They started with three donkeys
loaded with provisions and blankets.
It means much to us to see them start
out and how they must cook their
meals and sleep on the mother earth in
the open air. We can only say, O
Lord, bless their labors of love abundantly.
Many will hear the blessed
gospel in this way. Dear readers you
should earnestly pray for these dear
workers, as well as many others in the
great mission field.
Last Sabbath two of our dear young
native brethren conducted the meeting, and we could see the spirit of it;
but we could not understand any of
them. Sister Doner understood them
and interpreted some to me of which
I will write some to you. Bro. Mazwa
opened the meeting by reading I. John
iii., making some appropriate remarks,
and was followed by our youngest
native, Bro. Gamazam, who is about
15 years of age. The following are
some of his earnest admonitions:
"Jesus said we must forsake all. If
we would follow Jesus we must forsake all the things of the world and
also your friends and go to him and
he will forgive your sins and make us
just like those stones, they do not move
they stay at one place all the time, so
Jesus will cause us to rejoice all the
time. Some people promise to follow
Jesus when they are sick, but as they
get well follow Satan. Long ago the
Abafundisi came to tell us of Jesus.
If they had not come to us our blood
be upon them, their heads, but now if
we refuse to obey their words and do
not follow Jesus our blood will be on
our own heads.
You say you love
Jesus and follow him to-day but tomorrow you do bad; if you want to
follow Jesus you must follow him all
the time, as we do not know how soon
he will return and we want to be readv
to meet him always. You have power
to deceive the Abafundisi, but you cannot deceive God. Some people respect
or worship Amadehalozi, (that means
the spirits of the dead) and some the
snakes, but if we meet a snake in the
path it will not respect them; it will
bite them, but if we worship God he
will always help us. Some people kill
other people because they hate them,
but Jesus tells us to love everybody,
and if we do not love our brother,
whom we see, how can we love God.
whom we do not see. When we are
saved we should always love everybody and obey God, and if he tells us
to preach his word to those in darkness, we should go at once and we will
receive strength and our hearts will
rejoice greatly. God loves us people;
he does not choose people, but calls
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them all to him. If two go to Jesus
to be cleansed, the one is a nice looking
man and the other is ugly looking, God
does not choose the nice man, but he
will save all who call upon his name."
Now, dear readers, we ask you in
Jesus' name to hold u p these dear boys
at a throne of grace, that they may
ever prove faithful to God in reading
and meditating on his word and be
much used to tell the love of Jesus to
all whom they can reach. Dear ones,
pray, pray as never before; ask God
what shall I do to gather in the lost?
W e send greetings to all the dear ones
who may read this.
C. A. MYERS.
Matoppo
For

the

Mission,

S. A.
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An Abomination.
" H e that justifieth the wicked, and
he that condemneth the just, even they
both are abomination unto the Lord."
(Prov. xvii. 15.)
W e sometimes hear people described
as "being neither one thing nor the
other." It is this cl?ss of professing
Christians who work havoc in the
church among the weak and inexperienced. T h e description is, apparently, a good one. They go with the
multitude and are to be found not so
much upon the side of right and sound
doctrine as upon the side of popularity.
They are ready to justify the wicked
if they appear in the majority. By
the wicked is meant those misguided
ones who feel that much depends upon
them in carrying on the work ( ? ) of
God, and who are not adverse to arranging a progressive euchre party,
church theatricals, prize drawings and
the like, in order to obtain funds for
the beautifying of the church building
or to secure some desired article of
furniture.
T h e question with such is not "will
it please God," but "will it please u s ? "
Their is a worship of self. And then
when some earnest Christian arises and
denounces the whole scheme as wrong
and dishonoring to the cause of Christ,
then there come words of condemnation from this worldly and misguided
professor of the cause.
JSTo true child of God can lend his
or her influence to further any such
plans, for he who has said, "the gold
and the silver is mine," has also said,
"ask and ye shall receive.'
The Bible, which is our guide and
rule of life, does not sanction such
methods for raising funds or increasing membership, but it does condemn
those who take part in such "doings."
They are nearly always a cause of
strife, and division; petty jealousies
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are brought to light; enmity is a natural result, and in such a body of worshippers there can be no unity and so
no true worship.
Better get along with the old edition
of song books; without upholstered
pews, and have the God of peace present, for in no other way can there be
any acceptable worship. God does not
take into consideration the interior
decorations of the church, nor the exterior decorations of the person. H e
looks upon the heart, and the new
heart can worship and rejoice among
old walls, pews and accessories.
Let us beware lest we become abominations in God's sight. Let us be
sure that our hearts are right and filled
with his indwelling presence. Let us
not be worldly-minded nor conformed
to worldly ways, but let us be content
with such things as we have, and at
last we shall receive more than we
could ask or think.
C. F . LADD.
The Waldenses.
Before the days of Luther, God had
his witnesses to the truth in the valleys
of the Alps. W r i t i n g from Switzerland regarding their history, the Rev.
H . Grattan Guinness says:
"They
have had their armies, their generals,
their heroes, and their martyrs. They
have been all but exterminated at
times, and yet preserved from destruction, to be witnesses to Divine truth,
and to the wonder-working hand of
Providence. I n spite of a thousand persecution, pitiless wars, and long exiles,
they have preserved the love of their
country and faith, and constitute today a united people, whose history has
proved them to be as imperishable as
the bush which burned with fire but
could not be consumed." An inquisitor of their own day wrote regarding
t h e m : " T h e Waldenses are modest,
and avoid luxury in dress. They live
by the labor of their h a n d s ; they lay
up no treasures, being satisfied with
the supply of the necessities of life.
They are chaste and sober, and do not
frequent wine-shops or ball-rooms,
because they take no delight in such
vanities.
They abstain from anger.
In their words they are exact and
modest, and the refrain from gossip,
loose speech, lying and swearing.
They translate into the vulgar language the Old Testament and the
New. I have myself seen and heard
a peasant who repeated from memory,
word for word, the whole of the book
of Job, and I have known others who
knew perfectly the whole New-Testament. It is easier to find among the
Waldenses people who can repeat the
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whole text of the Holy Scriptures than
to find among us a doctor who can say
three chapters."
Unfailing Lore.
God is like a mother in the constancy of his love. W e may come to
the end of many loves, but when did
a mother's love fail us ? Look at the
woman in sackcloth on the hilltop of
Gibeah. With memorable devotion
Rizpah guards for months the -bodies
of her dead, who had been h u n g there
in terrible retribution for
their
father's sin. Neither the heat of the
Summer day, nor t h e . chill of the
night, can drive her away. No vulture must touch those bodies; no
jackal come near. And she watches
beside her dead until they obtain
burial with their fathers.
A mother stands by her child to the
end. H e may go a great way from
home, but he never passes out of
mother's h e a r t ; a wandering son or
daughter may fall very low, but
mother's prayer is never hushed for
the child she bore. W h a t great hearts
mothers h a v e ! But there is one
g r e a t e r ; God's is above all, for he
made mother's hearts, and they are
somewhat like his, but his is greater.
Should a mother's love fail, should a
woman forget her babe? "Yet will
not I forget thee," saith the Lord.
But even the most loving mother
cannot always remain with her children. Some of us are learning how
much mother was to us by the great
void her departure has made.
Life
is not the same since mother went
home. But probably we are leaning
on God more now, and heaven is more
truly the home of our soul. Surely
there is comfort for all our need with
him, and love for all the desire of our
heart. With the freedom of beloved
children we "cast all our care upon
him." As once mother was the refuge
of our childhood days, so, and more,
God will be our refuge now.
"God is love, and nothing shall separate us from the love of God."—M.
B. Burton.
A fig tree is barren if it does not
bear figs in the season. By nature it
is not expected to bear anything but
figs.
But consider the cluster of
Christian graces which Paul points to
as "the fruit" (not the fruits) of the
Spirit. " T h e fruit of the Spirit (Gal.
v. 22) is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
meekness, temperance."
T h e fullbearing life of a newborn believer will
be loaded with all these.—Selected.
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OUR YOUTH.
O n l y One Mother.
You have only one mother, my boy,
Whose heart you can gladden with joy,
Or cause it to ache
Till ready to break
So cherish that mother, my boy.
You have only one mother, who will
Stand by you through good and through ill,
And love you, although
The world is your foe:
So care for that love ever still.
You have only one mother to pray
That in the good path you may stay,
W h o for you won't spare
Self-sacrifice r a r e ;
So honor that mother alway.
You have only one mother to make
A home ever sweet for your sake,
W h o toils day and night
For you with delight;
To help her all pains ever take.
You have only one mother—just one;
Remember that always, my son.
None can or will do
What she has for you;
What have you for her ever done?
:
—Exchange.

•m •
Deceiving Mother.

"I'm hungry," announced Charlie
for the fourth time that afternoon.
We children were playing store out
behind the house.
"Let's have some more crackers,"
he continued. "Allie, its your turn to
go in after them."
Father always kept a barrel of
crackers in a corner of the pantry to
aid in meeting the brisk demands our
appetites made upon mother's baking.
"Go in careful, now, so mother
won't hear you," admonished Charlie,
" 'cause when I went in last time she
said it seemed as o' we'd eat her out o'
house and home. She 's in the sitting-room sewing, and she won't know
anything about it if you don't rattle
the door-latch. Hurry up, now, slowpoke !"
Little Allie hesitated, a troubled
look creeping over her sweet, serious
face. She loved to do things for people and have everybody happy, but
still—
"I'd rather ask mother first," she
faltered.
"Yes, and have her say, 'No, you've
had crackers enough,' I s'pose," retorted Charlie, impatiently.
"But," insisted little Alllie, faintly,
"if mother don't want us to have 'em,
't would be wrong to take 'em."
"Huh!" cried Charlie, contemptuously ; "I'll go myself, 'fraid-cat!"
And off he ran, his curls shaking and
shining in the sunny air.
He lifted the door-latch lightly, and
stole into the kitchen. Mother was
softly singing to herself at her sewing
in the next room. Charlie tiptoed to
the open door, and looked in. Pretty,
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bright, busy little mother! There
were the trousers he had torn so dreadfully the other day, when Smith's dog
had run after him, and he had climbed
the fence. How neatly she had mended them, and the stockings, too. And
now she was cutting out the girls' new
dresses. Mother had lots to do, he
reflected, and oughtn't to be plagued.
Just then her singing took words.
"Hush, my dear, lie still and slumber,"
she sang, tenderly. Charlie had often
known the comfort of that hymn, with
those arms close around him, and
those lips brushing the curls x>i his
weary little head. He marched boldly
into the other room, and stood smiling
but anxious before his mother.
"We
want
something t' eat,
mother," he ventured. "Can't we have
a cracker?"
Mother laughed. "What! Hungry
again ! Don't seem possible! Well,
you may get a couple of crackers
apiece; and there's a jar of new cookies on the broad shelf—you may each
have one of those. But remember, no
more till supper time."
A moment later Charlie joined us
children behind the house. "Two
crackers and a cooky apiece!" he proclaimed, jubilantly.
But little Allie drew back in deep
distress. "I don't want any," she said,
sadly. Her lips quivered, and tears
shone in her eyes.
Charlie could not bear that. "Take
'em, goosie," he said, tolerantly.
"Mother said we could have 'em.
S'pose I'm afraid to ask mother?"
So little Allie took her share with
the rest. "Charlie, you nice boy, you !"
she exclaimed, contentedly.—The Sunday-school Times.
Conscience Awakened by the Bible.
A little girl who lived on the slope
of a great smoky mountain was trudging home with a Bible which her Sunday-school teacher had given her.
She was afraid to take it home for
fear her grandfather would not let her
keep it, for he was a rough, wicked
man. She kneeled down by the side
of the road and prayed: "Dear God,
please make grandpa to love the Bible
and be a good man, and let me keep it.
And bless the little girl up North, for
Jesus' sake. Amen." The Bible had
been sent to her by a little girl from
the North.
She showed it to her mother who
said: "My child, I am glad you have
something to make you happy." When
she showed it to her grandfather, he
said: "You can keep it, but you need
not read it out loud."

11
A picture card dropped from the
Bible as the little girl was putting it
away. Her grandfather picked it up
and read, "The Lord is my Shepherd."
He had heard that verse years before
the war, and it made a deep impression on his mind.
He was what is called a "moonshiner," because he made and sold
liquor contrary to the law. That night
he quietly took the Bible and opened
it, and read these words, "Woe to him
that giveth his neighbor drink." He
hastily closed the book and went to
his troubled sleep. He kept continually thinking, "Woe unto him that
giveth his neighbor drink."
It had such an effect upon his mind
that the old man went and searched
more in the Scriptures. One Sunday
a few weeks later, the same old man
was kneeling in prayer, penitent and
happy. The word of God had such
power over his mind that it brought
him to repentance and to Christ.—
Sunday-school Illustrator.
Obedience on the part of the professed child of God is the only genuine
evidence of willingness. I may say I
am willing to deny myself, to take up
my cross and follow _ Jesus. I can
prove that I am willing by the actual
doing of that which I say I am willing
to do. You may say I am willing to
take the plain Bible way and be a real
disciple of Christ. You can fully
demonstrate your willingness by doing
so. Put off at once and forever your
worldly badges and ornaments, and
really and truly give yourself to God
without any reserve whatever. "If
ye be willing and obedient ye shall eat
the good of the land."
•• •
God never repairs. Christ never
patches. The gospel is not here to
mend people. Regeneration is not a
scheme of moral thinking and ethical
cobbling. What God does, he does
newr-^ew heavens, new earth, new
body—new heart—"Behold, I make
all things new."—C. S. Parkhurst.
The most insignificant people must
not through indolence and selfishness,
undervalue their own influence. Most
persons have a little circle of which
they are a sort of center. Its smallness may lessen their quantity of good,
but does not diminish the dutv of using
that little influence wisely.
If you are afraid of yourself, as you
find how you are drawing away from
your fellow-men and growing into a
more and more selfish life, you must
come to God; you must enter into "the
communion of the Holy Ghost."
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

Love Feast.

Foreign Mission F u n d s .

To SUBSCRIBERS :—Our terms are cash in
advance.
2. When writing to have your address
changed, be sure to give both old and new
address.
3. T h e date on the printed label will
show to subscribers when their subscription expires.

Maryland.
Ringgold. M. H., October 22d and 23d.
A warm invitation is extended to all who
may be able to come.

Bro. Peter Climenhaga, the newly appointed treasurer of the Foreign Mission
Fund, sends in his first report. Ther are
now four separate funds. H e commences
with the new fund created at the recent j
conference, which is intended to purchase .
land for a new mission station in Mampani

4.

If you do not

receive the

VISITOR

within ten days from date of issue, write
us at once and we will send the number
called for.
To THE POOR,—who are unable to pay,
we send the paper free on the recommendation of others or upon their individual
requests. Individual requests must be renewed every six months as a matter of
pood faith.
To CORRESPONDENTS :—Articles for publication should he written on one side of the
paper only. Write all business letters on
separate sheets.
2. Communications without the author's
name will receive no recognition.
3.

Communications

for

the

Iowa.
Dallas Center, Iowa, at the home of Bro.
H. H. Garwick, August 20,-21, 1904
Ontario.
Markham, September 17, 18.
Nottawa, September 24, 25.
Black Creek, September 24. 2=;.
Walpole, October 1, 2.
Waterloo, at the Rosebank. M. H., October 8, 9. Nearest railroad sta. Petersburg.
Canada Joint Council, Markham, near
Gormlcy. September 15.

for the month

Balance,

of

$'x) 52

OTJB B I B L E

OFFER

We are able to offer our subscribers a
good C O M B I N A T I O N B I B L E with the
EVANGELICAL VISITOR at a small cost.

For

$.1.25 (INDEX FIFTY CENTS E X T R A ) we will

send the Bible prepaid to any address in
the United States or Canada, and the
EVANGELICAL VISITOR for one year.

This

offer hold good for renewals as well as
new subscribers.
The special feature of this Bible is that
it gives the. AUTHORIZED and REVISED VER-

SIONS of the Bible in one volume, without
increasing Size or Weight, or Diminishing
Size of type. Tt is a Self-pronouncing
Teacher's Bible which, without omitting a
feature or disturbing the Text, points out
all the words and passages wherein the
two versions differ, giving the Revised
Version of each at foot of page, together
with
A Very Pull Concordance, containing over
40,000 References;
History and Summary
of the Books of the Bible;
Historical,
Chronohgical Tables; Neiv Subject
index
to the Bible; a Dictionary
of Scripture
Proper Names, with their
Pronunciation
and meaning; Tables of Miracles, Parables,

Etc.
The binding is Extra French Seal, Divinity Circuit, Round Corners/ Red under
Gold Edges, Flexible Back, L E A T H E R
LINED.
Address

1185 Bailey St.
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Harrisburg, Pa.

Our C i t y M i s s i o n s .

Pataskala. Ohio
Detroit. Kansas
Hespelcr, Out
Gormley. Ont
Dallas Center, Iowa
Winger. Ont
Sherkston. Ont
Stevensvillc. Ont.,
Louisville. Ohio,
Fcuwick. Ont
Hope. Kansas
Pavonia. Ohio
Caldwell, Kansas
Brookville, Ohio,
Abilene, Kansas
Clarence Center, N. Y.,
Clayton. Ohio
Fork's Road. Ont
Duntroon, Ont
Total

FOREIGN MISSION

FUND.

$9 00 j
5 00
15 00
3 col
25 00 '
building).

$4 oo.l
4 00 jj
50

July.

DONATIONS.

Harrisburg, Pa., August 15, 1904.

GENERAE

Peter Steckley, Ont.,
A sister, Abilene, Kans.,
California Brethren
Zion district, Kans
J. D. Powell. Mich

Anna Myers, Pa.,
Elizabeth Myers, Pa.,
Rebecca Wilson, Pa.,

Philadelphia Mission.
Report

Amount raised during conference, $287^00
John Sider, Winger, Ont
10 00 Peter Stecklcy, Bcthesda, Ont., . .
10 00
I. J. Ransom,
5 00
Anna Myers, Pa
5 po
Elizabeth Myers, Pa.,
5 oca
Rebecca Wilson, Pa.,
50

SPECIAL F U N D (for

•»•

VISITOR

should be sent in at least ten days before
date of issue.
Send money by Post-office Money Order,
Registered
Letter, or Bank Draft, to G.
Detwiler, rrR,^ Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Canadian Currency is discounted with us.

Land.

$8 00
5 00
$8 00
1 00
3 25
3 00
1 00
9 75
15 00
1 00
8 00
2 00
5 00
2 00
I r 50
6 50
3 00
2 50
4 50
$163 62

EXPENSES.

For poor
Mission work,
Postal cards
Baptism expense
Coal for mission

$14 58
7 20
3 50
2 00
12 50

Total,

$39 78

How true God's word is. If he be for
us, who can be against us. \ feel to praise
his name this clay for his loving kindness
and tender mcrcv: and. that I can sec that
his hand is still in the work, and it makes
my heart rejoice amidst the trials, troubles
and temptations through which we have to
p?ss in this life. First. 1 wish to thank
our near heavenly Father for the many
blessings, and next, the dear saints who
have given so liberally towards the mission
in Philadelphia. May God wonderfully
bless them for their kindness. I will be
a'de to give a full report in the next issue.
We arc now busy at work and in a few
days will be through. It was said "Can any
good thing come out of Nazareth?" Perhaps some will say: Can any good thing
come out of such a wicked city as Philadelphia? Come and see. By this, we mean
to give the dear ones an invitation to come
and see how wonderfully the Lord has provided means for the improvement of the
Brethren's property here. W e would ask
your earnest prayers for us, that we may
be kept faithful. Also pray for our dear'..
Sister Boulter, who is laboring all alone,'-;'
way down hi Virginia. W e heard from!*?
her a short time ago; she has been wonder
fully blest, and filled with the Holy Ghostl
as never before. May God use her to hisf
honor and glory.
From your unworthy Bro.

Philadelphia, 3423 N. Second street, in
charge of Brother Peter Stover and Sister
Stover.
Buffalo, N. Y., Mission 25 Hawley
street, in charge of Brother George WhisIer and Sister Effie Whisler.
Chicago Mission, 5956 Peoria street. In
charge of Brother and Sister B. Brubaker,
Sisters Anna and Sarah Bert and Brother
G. C. Cress, pastor.
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, Second and
Grand streets. Church, Thirteenth and
University ave. In charge of Bro. J. R.
and Sister Anna Zook. Residence, 1226
PETER STOVER.
Eleventh street, N .
3423 N. 2d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR T H E SUPPORT OF T H E TWO NATIVE
BRETHREN.

Walpole, Out., per E. J. Kniseley,. .
P.

Stevensvillc,

$2 ooj

CLIMENHAGA,

Ont.
Buffalo

Report

M.

Treasurer.

1

Mission.

for the month

of

July.

DONATIONS.

Clara Climenhaga. Ont.,
$1 00 J
Susan Rodes, Clarence Center, N. Y. 1 00M
Alvin Winger, Clarence Center, N. Y. 1 00 J
David Ecker; Ont.,
1 co 1
Paul Sider, Ont
1 00
Verne Sider, Ont..
1
Anna and Myra Winger, Out.,
Three sisters, each 2=:c
75
Peter Trubc, Buffalo, N. Y
75
Ada Sider, Out
50
Esther Winger, Ont.,.
50H
Howard Berry (for Board),
8 00.J
Offering Box,
72m
Maude Fulmer, Ind
1 00 I
Total,

$18 22-

EXPENSES.
Gasoline and oil
Groceries, household, etc.,
Car fare and sundries

$2 40 1
iS o o i
4 90 \

Total,
Balance on hand,

$25 30 j
$83 92 1

Dear Readers:—As the Lord has b e e n !
very precious to us since our short stay i n p
Buffalo we wish to praise and magnify hisj
holy name, although there have been m a n y !
dark clouds to pass over us. But we h a v e !
learned that they are as essential as the sun- ]
shine, praise his name. The Lord b l e s s e s *
us in many ways in supplying our temporal 1
and spiritual needs, for which we are v e r «
grateful. T h e above names of doners h a v e S
all been visitors at the mission with n i a n j H
others. There were also a few donations, J
such as butter, eggs and potatoes, which are 1
also verv much appreciated, since they are™
especially high in the citv.
We have been praying God especially to 1
help us keep up the interest of the Sabbath M
school which had been running quite low J
during the Summer months, as there a r e S
so many places of attraction for the children in preference to God's house.
We 1
can say God does hear and answer prayer, j
as the average attendance has been aboutM
fifty. W e also have a sewing school on J
Thursday afternoons which has been quite I
interesting as it gives us a better oppOrtunity to become acnuainted with the children. J
We had been having three prayer-meetings 1
'a week, one in the chapel, the others c o t t a g e S
meetings. These meetings were generally J
Email, but we realize the faithfulness of thejH
Holy Spirit as we have some real refresh- j
]ing times before the Lord. W e have also |
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four services on Sunday, including Sundayschool and street meeting; so we are trying in our weak way to sow the seed and
trusting the Lord for the harvest as we
know what is sown in weakness God can
raise in power.
Sister Maud Smail, of the Dayton, Ohio
district, has been a volunteer helper in the
mission since May, which we appreciate
very much. The Lord has been leading her
out in a deeper work of grace and we feel
the Lord will use her to gather in the lost.
Yours in Christian faith,
GEO.
WHISLER,
EFFIE WHISEER.

25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N.

. • •

Y.

Des Moines Mission.
Report for the months of June and J u l y :
MONEYS RECEIVED.

Belle Springs S. S., Kans.,
$17 12
Valley Chapel S. S., Canton, O.,
5 24
Ira and Mary Shepherd, Donegal,
Kans.,
2 25
In his name, Acme, Kans.,
50
Sister J. Book, Ramona, Kans.,
5 00
Andrew Gnagy, Dysert, la.,
5 00
H . S. Engle, Acme, Kans.,
5 00
Rosebank S. S., Kans.,
8 53
W. R. Reester, Dakota, 111.,
200
H . L. Trump, Polo, 111.,
2 00
Lafayette Shoolts, Fork's Road, Ont.,
95
J. H . George, JJes Moines, la.,
25 00
Total receipts during
months,

the

two
$78 59

EXPENSES.

For groceries, water, fuel, light, street
car fare, etc.,
$76 50
For house rent for two months, June
and July,
30 00
Deficit for the month of May,
17 45
u
x
Balance due mission A g- > 1904,... 45 36
A little error crept into our report of
May through a misdirected check.
We
thought at the time there must be a mistake somewhere, but could not detect it
until we received our bank statement.
Our bill of expense has been increased a
little by the buying of some fruit which we
bought to can for winter use to lessen our
expenses in the winter months when eatables are expensive.
Bro. and Sister J. H . George are having
their home with us until their new home
is finished, and their contributions are intended to cover their board for the two
months. They also have contributed some
laundry soap, etc.
W e owe much gratitude to the dear saints
for their liberal offerings to sustain the
work at this place, and we entreat God's
blessing upon them. T h e Lord is with us
in manifest power. A donation of $5.00
was made during my absence early last
Spring by Bro. D. L. Gish, Stevensville,
Ont., which failed to appear in the regular
report, but we take pleasure to hereby
acknowledge it, and regret the delay. W e
desire your continued prayers for us and
the work at this place.
J. R. AND A N N A ZOOK.

Supplementary:—
T h e mission building which we now occupy must be vacated according to fate and
agreement by the 1st of October, 1904. A
lot on Ninth street, 52^2x240, has been donated by some of the heirs of the late Elder
C. Good, of this city, to the church for mission and other religious purposes.
This
said lot has on it a residence house that
rents for quite nearly $25.00 per month,
but is not suitable for a mission. It has
become a serious question what to do.
To
rent a hall of some kind would be expensive, and to move so many times is also
injurious to the meetings.
W e have now $800 or a little more in
favor of a building, but according to an
estimate by a contractor, a suitable building
would cost about $2,000. Is there any one
who can, and will help us out so the good
work may go right along? There would be
great rejoicing among the saints if this
could be effected in time for occupancy when
we muct vacate the Second and Grand
avenue mission. Will any body respond?
J . R.

ZOOK.
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Iy Engagements.
For the satisfaction of those who have
called for my service to hold meetings, that
each may know his turn as it comes in
regular order, I give the names of places as
I have them booked:
I. Gormley, Ont. 2. Canton. O. 3. Mansfield, O. 4. Ashland, O. 5. Smithville, O.
6. Sippo. O. 7. Stevensville, Ont. 8. Wainfleet, Ont. 9. Pelham, Ont. 10. Sherkston,
Ont.
11. Philadelphia, Pa.
12. Owosso,
Mich.
13. Carland. Mich.
14. Clayton,
O.
15. Thomas, Okla.
16. Newbern,
Kans. 17. Auburn, Ind. 18. Clarence Center. N, Y.
There will be no deviation from the regular order as registered without the consent
of the district which would be affected by
such change.
I intend, D. V., to begin my evangelistic
work about the middle of September, providing I can leave the work in the city at
that time. I earnestly solicit the prayers
and co-operation of all God's people in behalf of this great work that we may have a
great ingathering of souls.
J. R. ZOOK.
Lett«r f r o m Bro. G. C. Cress.
Dear Readers of the VISITOR :—
W e have come again to the Mid-summer
season with its intense heat and long wearing days which are so trying to the delicate
in health and to little children. W e are
reminded often of the expression which is
so frequently heard, of "bearing the burdens in the heat of the day." Any laborer
can toil cheerfully during the bright cheerful days of May, but only the vigorous, the
stalwart, the courageous, can endure these
trying sweltering days without murmuring
or failure. So in our spiritual warfare;
anyone can run well when skies are clear,
path open, and fortune favors; but only the
consecrated, the fully surrendered, the
wholly sanctified, will run steadily on amid
the fiery trials of adversity, the fierce rays
of burning temptations, and the dry and
parched fields where sin and iniquity are
abounding. But thanks be unto God, there
are the faithful, the tried, the true, in every
land, among every people and in every
church, and these will all finally get home to
God bringing their sheaves with them.
These faithful ones are not always recognized by the church nor by their fellowmen.
There are many poor, tired, and wornout
mothers, obscure factory women, fathers
with horny hands and bent forms, missionaries in the hidden jungles and lonely
mountain recesses, and an innumerable host
of others who are unknown here, who will
come forth at last shining like the stars—
toil, heat, sorrow, and suffering ended.
Hallelujah!
In this letter I want to tell you about a
feature of our work here which is very
precious to our hearts. It is our Young
Men's Bible Class. W e tried for two years
to organize such a class, but failed.
Of
course we have a large class of young men
in our Sunday-school, but these do not belong to nor attend this class of which I am
now speaking. At the close of our revival
meeting last Winter, a number of young
men came and besought the writer to take
charge of them in a weekly prayer-meeting
for young men alone. Thank God! Lo,
he had done what we had tried to effect and
the class begun about April 1st. T h e class
has met every Thursday evening at eight
o'clock in our mission hall. Prayer, praise,
testimony, and the systematic study of
God's word form the regular order of the
meetings. But great freedom is enjoyed in
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asking and answering questions bearing on
the spiritual life, and the writer takes about
one evening per month for a heart to heart
talk to the young men upon some vital issue
in a young man's life which cannot be dealt
with in a mixed audience. It is an alarming and cruel fact that parents often turn
out upon the world whole families of children who have never been instructed in the
matters of their inner and sacred attitude
toward each other sexually and socially,
and these fall an easy prey to sin and vice.
Then again, the deeper life of full consecration to God and devotion to the interests
of others is emphasized in every meeting.
T h e regular attendance has been from ten
to eighteen each meeting. About a month
ago the class decided to present a new
pulpit to the mission. Accordingly, a committee was selected which proceeded to
purchase a very nice solid oak pulpit with
detachable reading desk. It was formally
presented on Sunday evening, July 24th.
T h e class was present and every available
seat in the hall was taken. Bro. Albert
Baker, after appropriate opening exercises,
in behalf of the class, made a very impressive speech in which he outlined the origin
and progress of the work and the benefits
the young men were receiving, week by
week, and then in most touching words,
presented the pulpit to the mission.
The
writer then reviewed the work from his
viewpoint and in behalf of the mission received the gift from the donors with appropriate expressions of thankfulness to
them and to God. The congregation then
stood while Bro. Cornelius Minnick offered
the dedicatory prayer and the sacred desk
was consecrated to God's holy service. It
was a very solemn and profitable occasion,
and the thought of absolute consecration to
God was heartily emphasized in the closing
exhortations.
Another very precious service preceded
this one on same evening, when Mrs.
Marian Vansant, missionary for years
among the Arabs in Egypt, spoke to a full
house upon the "Social and Religious life
among the Arabs." God thus sends us
many rich blessings to make the heat and
toil of the way seem light.. Again we have
had three services during the last six weeks
conducted by Father Hilary, fifteen years
a Bohemian parish priest in Chicago; he
was converted, wholly sanctified, excommunicated from his church; joined the
Mennonite Brethren, and is now preaching
Christ every night to crowds which flock
to hear him. We praise God for caring for
us day by day, and sending us temporal
and spiritual meat in due season. Amen.
Our dear sister, Lizzie E. Wenger, from
Pasadena, California, spent eight days with
us this month. She has returned via points
among the Brethren in Kansas and Oklahoma.
On July 26th, our fellow-laborer and for
two years the pastor of this mission, David
H . Brechbill, accompanied by his wife, arrived at our home. They only remained
one day, but it was fraught with much joy
and edifying fellowship in the Lord. During the afternoon many came in to visit
with them, being mindful of his fatherly
care and labor of love in days gone by.
Quite a large congregation assembled at
8.00 in the evening, when our brother spoke
the word of life to them with power. But
there were many strange faces in the audience which our brother did not know, and
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these have taken the place of the many who
gathered here five years ago.
Some of
these have forsaken the Lord, having loved
this present evil world; some have moved
away to other parts of the e a r t h ; and some
have fallen asleep, who with folded hands
have been carried to the silent city of the
dead—their labors here are ended. To-day
they are trying the realities of that unseen
world toward which we are all so silently
passing, like ships in the night. Help us
Lord, for without thee, we perish!
During the month of August our attendance will be light. With the re-opening of school in September and the return
of cool weather, our congregations will increase.
Pray for us that an increasing
blessing may rest upon the work.
Chicago, III., Aug. 1, 1904.
• m •
Coal for Ckicago M i s s i o n .
Beloved:—We want to thank every one
who helped us in this matter last winter,
and again present the need to you.
We
burned fifteen tons of coal last season and
desire to have that quantity in our bins
again by the first of October. The dear
young brothers and sisters and children and
others here in the work at the Mission have
pledged the following amounts :
The Sunday-school Children,
$1500
The Young People's Meeting,
10 00
The Men's Bible Class,
10 00
This will purchase nearly half of what is
needed. W e believe that others knowing
of the need will cheerfully respond at this
time. When sufficient has been received for
coal, any amount coming later will be
placed in the general fund and all receipts
and expenditures will be duly reported in
the columns of this paper.
Very sincerely.
T H E WORKERS.

Aug. 6, 1904.

(per G. C. C.)

MISSIONARY.
Matoppo Mission.
BUEAWAYO, S. A.,
June 30, 1904.
"For Zion's sake will I not hold my peace
and for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest
until the righteousness thereof go forth
as brightness and the salvation thereof as
a lamp that burnetii" (Isaiah lxii. 1.) All
that we see and behold has a reason why
it exists. W e wonder at times why all this
formation of rocks, and placed so wonderfully. W e are made to exclaim, Oh, wonderful Creator!
W e behold this people among whom we
have come going forth day after day in the
path they have t r o d ; they cross and recross, and follow, and they land where they
expected. We, the so-called missionaries,
have had a purpose in view in coming here;
not for worldly gain, not for honor, God
knows, yet we are here and we feel like
the prophet, for Zion's sake we will not
rest though we are placed in straits that
we never were before; neither would we
throw the responsibility off on others, but
we would call for help and pray that the
righteousness of Zion, the chuYch, go forth
in brightness as a lamp that burnetii.
W e learn from other mission boards in
council that their efforts to push forward
the mission work must come from men and
means in the home church, and urge that
with persistent believing prayer.
Their
watchword in going forward is " P r a y ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest that he
would thrust forth laborers into his har-
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vest."
Will not every one of the dear
readers of the VISITOR ask God what is
their part in this great work? W e do not
question any more, as a church, as to
whether it is enjoined on us of God to send
men and women to the heathen. W e are
a people who believe God's word, and
Christ said, recorded in Matt. xxiv. 14,
"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in all the world for a witness unto
all nations, and then shall the end come."
We as a people wonder if it pays or what
is the outcome of all this expense. As to
whether it pays I cannot tell, as I cannot
reckon dollars and cents with souls, yet
the word says one soul is worth more than
the whole world. W e can, however, see
with the natural eye and hear with the ear
what the gospel of our Lord and Savior
has wrought among this people. There are
but few who come without clothes; and
some of the young men dress respectably.
I wish you could see Bros. Matshuba and
Mdhlambi, Jonas John, Lamansan, Mazivi
and others.
Some may wonder, what of the girls?
Yes, surely, I don't wonder if you should
ask me. Were I here to speak of human
nature, but delicacy forbids, yet as light
comes more and more, the results of reformation will bring about a change.
On Thursday mornings we have early
service in the church.
Last Thursday
morning Bro. Doner gave a sermon in Zulu,
and songs, and about a dozen prayers and
about that many testimonies. Praise God
for early morning service.
T h e regular
morning family worship, and night as well,
is held in the dining-room, mostly in Zulu.
Frequently one of the boys, or the girl,
reads the Scripture and then first leads in
prayer and others follow. We, when led
so, join in English. T h e family worship,
or workers' prayer, follows immediately
after the noon meal.
"For Zion's sake will I not hold my
peace," no, God has called me to the evangelistic work of the church and I feel with
the poet (Gospel H y m n No. 11) :
H o ! My comrades see the signal
Waving in the sky,
Re-inforcements now appearing
Victory is nigh.
CHORUS.

Hold the fort for I am coming,
.Jesus signals still;
Wave the answer back to heaven,
By thy grace we will.
See the mighty host advancing,
Satan leading o n ;
Mighty men around us falling
Courage almost gone.
See the glorious banner waving,
Hear the bugle blow;
In our leader's name we'll triumph
Over every foe.
"For Zion's sake will I not hold my
peace," and for the church's sake I will not
rest until "the righteousness there go forth
as brightness and the salvation thereof as
a lamp that burnetii." May God, for
Christ's sake, through the power of the
Holy Ghost, cause our people to pray the
Lord of the harvest as they never before
have done, and may they all as one man
come up to the help of the Lord.
Yours in the work, till Jesus comes,
J O H N H.

MYERS.
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Hush!
If hours above in glory,
W e r e timed by hours of prayer
W e spend in this our journeying,
H o w few we'd reckon t h e r e !
If what in heaven receiving,
Were like our giving here,
What wealth should we be missing.
H o w poor should we appear!
If angels' loving whispers
Re-echoed but the love
W e here bestowed, how loveless
Our souls would be above!
I tremble as I ponder!
O God, awake my soul
To all Thy claims, while treading
Life's never-distant goal!
Heaven's
Which
Oh may
Reflect

mirror is before me,
earth's reflections bear;
my pilgrim footsteps
a beauty t h e r e !
—Albert Midlane.

A V e r s e , a V o i c e , and a M e s s a g e .

I suppose we have all, more or less,
realized how wondrously a verse has
suddenly become a living message to
us when surroundings and circumstances have been such as to make the
verse light up with new and precious
meaning. The verse, or verses, had
always been there; and we had, perhaps, passed them on as sweet morsels
to some tempest-tossed saint; but
somehow it had never become a real,
living message before. It was so in
my experience some time ago, when
disquieting news came from England
respecting a dear one there. I had
been kneeling in prayer by the bedside; during the prayer I opened my
eyes and caught sight of this precious
verse, Deut. xxxiii. 27, hanging over
the pillows. It was an old text
worked in fine, dark wool; and underneath was another text, Col. iii. 3,
"Your life is hid with Christ in God."
Like a flash the power of that message
came into my being, and rising from
my kneeling position I stood and
praised him for every thought it conveyed to me:
"THE
ETERNAL GOD
IS
T H Y REFUGE,
AND
UNDERNEATH
ARE T H E
EVERLASTING ARMS."
As I looked at it, when upon my
knees, I realized it was "a voice"—not
a nice sweet verse merely, but a living
message. I think it was Dr. Moule
who said : "You look upon some simple verse in the Bible, which had been
just a verse before, and now it is a
voice.
The verse had always been
there, and you had read it many times,
but it had never been a message from
the Lord before." How true that is,
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and this verse becoming a voice talked
to me thus: "My child, you have three
things to remember here: Satisfaction, security, support."
The satisfaction comes from the
fact that it is not man, however great
or powerful, but "the eternal God;"
not a kind and generous friend even,
but our unchanging Father, "the same
yesterday, to-day, and for ever," with
whom we have to deal. What rest
this brings—the joy of knowing that
God is beside us!
As to the blessed security, it is a
message full to overflowing. "Is thy
refuge," or as the Revised Version
reads, "is thy dwelling place." What
a covert for weary hearts, away from
the rush and strife! Hidden truly in
the hollow of his hands.
No storm
can shatter that home, and no hellish
darts can reach that hiding-place.
Praise his dear name!
Then the voice said it means support also. In the world we may seek
and obtain hiding, and then drop
down so weary and worn as to be perfectly defenceless, and the refuge is
only a partial blessing anyway; but
here it is—"underneath are the everlasting arms." The experience of this
fact cannot be written about.
Each
of us realizes that it is too sacred to
write about; yet we know what "the
everlasting arms" have done for us.
Those who have had their Gethsemanes could tell of many "a lifting up"
—of the feeble knees made strong, and
the faith inspired.
But there is something more here as
we ask the question "Underneath"
what? Ah, here again is the infinite
tenderness and love of our Father—
God, shown. It is as it were a sort of
blank cheque, for each to fill in. Suppose we think of three things "the
everlasting arms" have been under:
1. Our sorrows and separations.
How keen some of these have been,
none but those who have passed
through them can adequately express;
and yet these sorrowing ones can
testify how marvelously the deliverance came just at the moment when
the night was the darkest. It is a
marvel there was no wreck of faith
and hope. Why was this? Simply
because when the strain of that sorrow
and the stress of those separations
were almost driving you to utter despair, "the everlasting arms" were
underneath at the very moment, lifting you up above them all and making
you, in spite of all the darkness, to
sing "songs in the night," Job xxxv.
10. In was not a strong resolve, or
the taking of a vow to be brave for the
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sake of others.
No, no, no! "The
everlasting arms" were there, and you
did not succumb.
2. Our disappointments. Often a
keen disappointment is akin to some
sorrows. The fret, the worry and the
annoyance that these checks in our
lives cost none can tell. Dark, dismal
doubt came along, and in your depression you thought God had "forgotten
to be gracious." (Ps. lxxvii. 9.) The
whole plan of years was upset; not a
single cherished hope came to fruition,
and you had almost sunk in despair;
yet somehow you were in the end lifted
above them, and to-day you are better
for that disappointment, because it was
his appointment. How was it? It is
very simple of solution: "underneath"
that big upsetting of your plans were
"the everlasting arms;" and gradually
but surely the uplifting came, and you
were enabled to rejoice. Praise him!
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Japs of Hebrew Origin.

Who are the Japanese, and from
whence did they come to Japan? is a
question which has baffled the researches of modern ethnological students. Naturally the opinions on the
subject are as varied as the writers
who have attempted to elucidate the
mystery. The latest, to which I am
going to refer, has just been pronounced in Paris by an eminent French
savant, and of all which have been
published on the subject it is assuredly
the most novel and interesting.
"There can be no doubt in the
minds of those who have studied the
question in all its bearings," says the
French writer, "that the Japanese,
equally with the British, are of Hebrew origin, and are a portion of the
missing tribes of Israel, having made
their way to Japan across the Asiatic
mainland after their migration from
3. Our service also. "The ever- Media through the passes of the Eulasting arms" are always busy. Whilst phrates." Curiosity as well as opthe Master's service is so precious, portunity to ascertain the origin of so
whether at home or in foreign lands, startling a theory led me to make
there comes along a tremendous further inquiries with regard to a matamount of wear and tear, and only ter of such exceptional interest, and I
those who are real workers can under- am bound to say there is connected
stand what I mean. We often forget with the thesis much which deserves
how the physical wears upon the close attention and study. Also I find
spiritual, and unless one is alive to the the conclusion lately proclaimed in
need of "abiding in him" the conflict Paris is by no means an absolutely
is both sharp and fierce. Do you re- new one, but has been arrived at by
member how pressed you were some previous students of the same questime ago? how hard the work went? tion.
In fact, you felt just ready to resign
The first point of interest is that the
the whole thing, and give it all up. Japanese Samurai have an ancient
But somehow you did not, and you tradition that they came from a far
"continue unto this day," (Acts xxvi.. country situated in the west of Asia,
20-22.) What happened ? "The ever- and that they called a council and
lasting arms" were "underneath" at agreed amongst themselves that they
the critical moment, and the uplifting would proceed to the East and there
was real as day.
You found the seek out and consider some unknown
mighty power of these arms being vic- country. I was directed here to the
torious over your weakness, (II. Cor. book of Esdras in the Apocrypha,
xii. 9, 10), and to-day you are praising where it says: "But they (the Ten
him for his patience and love. Do Tribes) took this council among themnot forget your "life is hid with Christ selves that they would leave the multiin God."
tude of the brethren and go forth in—John A. Stooke, in Faithful Wit- to a further country where never man
dwelt;" and "that country was a
ness.
great way to go—namely, of a year
God can do great things with our and a half." Also, says the Prophet
lives, if we but give them to him in Amos, the journey lay "from sea to
sincerity. He can make them useful, sea," and "from the North even to the
uplifting, heroic. God never wastes East."
anything. God never forgets anyThis event occurred, most probably,
thing. God never loses anything. As between 670 B. C. and 663 B. C , by
long as we live we have a work to do. which time the tribes, like the Jews
We shall never be too old for it,nor too who returned from the captivity to
feeble.
Illness, weakness, fatigue, Jerusalem, had lost their mother
sorrow—none of these things can ex- tongue, as well as adopted Chaldean
cuse us from this work of ours. That names. Now, as my informant pointwe are alive to-day is proof positive ed out, Jin Mu Tenno, the first Emthat God has something for us to do peror of Japan, would then be a boy
to-day.—Lindsay.
or youth, and, after the long journey
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which Japanese legend declares he and bread, sweet wine and wave the offerhis people, with their flocks and herds, ing of the first fruits. Several of the
made from Western Asia, he landed in Shinto festivals occur on the same
Japan about 660 B. C. Ancient days as the Jewish, many of their
Japanese pictures and customs having ceremonies being identical.
reference to this great event in their
As David danced before the Lord
history possess some singular features in a white linen ephod, so do the
which seem corroborative of this Japanese when they carry the skin
story. In possession of my friend is koshi or ark to the temple. It is notean ancient "picture*m the form of a worthy, too, that, like the ancient Helong roll, which he purchased in an brews, the Japanese carried the ark
old curio Store in Japan very many with their armies to war. On the
years ago.
sixth day after birth a Japanese child
It represents the first landing of the is taken to the temple and dedicated,
Japanese upon their islands. Jin Mu a piece of money being presented to
Tenno, his princes, and people are the priest, and, like the Israelites,
seated on large rafts composed of every Japanese at the New Year is extrees, which are being pushed along pected to present a piece of money to
the coast by men with poles. The the Shinto temple. At the Gion fesmost noticeable feature, however, is tival, Kiyoto, held on the same day as
that the prince and his Samurai are all the Feast of Tabernacles, some very
clad in the ancient armor of Assyria old and faded pictures appear, which
and Media, and are shod, like the an- are for the most part wrought on
cient princes of Israel, with badger stamped tapestry, and are only
skins. They wear the tachi, or Per- brought out once a year. Upon these
sian sword, and some bear the are represented an unmistakably
ancient
Israelitish
unicorn-shaped Jewish altar of incense with a startspears, others the spear of the ancient lingly Jewish-looking priest beside it,
a shepherd and sheep, a camel, and a
Median infantry.
My informant, further, described a prince on a white mule, neither of
species of war-dance which he had which are Japanese animals. Another
seen at Kiyoto on the occasion of a scene exhibits a king receiving gifts
big festival. It took the form of a from a queen, and she in return from
sham fight to music, in which com- him; while a chariot is also shown,
batants, armed with helmet, shield drawn by four horses abreast, in
and spear, represented the first war- ,which is seated a distinctly Jewishriors of Japan. But their dress was looking personage. Besides the ununmistakably that of ancient Persia, leavened bread, the table layer, the
while the long Japanese war-bow, altar of incense, and the sevenwhich will send an arrow through a branched candlestick are all found in
deal board, is an exact facsimile of the Shinto worship of Japan.
the Assyrian weapon.
Three volumes are published in
There are also pictures in possession Japan containing the "Jin dai," or
of the Japanese Imperial family, paint- secret characters of the sacred age.
ed on silk dark with age, rolled up in In the first the writing closely recamphor-wood boxes, which have sembles the characters found on the
been handed down from father to son rock of Sinai, otherwise no traces of
for numerous generations, represent- them are to be found in any living or
ing scenes showing all the ancient dead language. The Japanese say they
Jewish Temple instruments, and fig- came from God. The second volume
ures whose features are quite pe- contains writing resembling the snakeculiarly Jewish. One, painted on a shaped characters of Persia, and may
small bronze-tipped roll, represents a be ancient Median writing; while volfiery serpent lifted on a pole and ume three exhibits some of the arrowenveloped in flames. In some of the headed writing of Ninevah and
shrines, too, there may be. seen rare Babylon.
copies of this in bronze.
Such is some of the evidence—
In the ancient Shinto ritual of there is much more for which I have
Japan are some curious observances no space—connected with this novel
of a distinctly Jewish character. The theory in ethnology, always one of the
Shinto temples, like the Jewish taber- most interesting of scientific studies.
nacle, have a holy place and a holy of If it be no more than a chain of mere
holies, a representation of an ark and coincidences it is hardly less singular
cistern. The priests, called Kan and interesting.—Philadelphia EvenNushi, priests of the Lord, wear, like ing Telegraph.
the Jewish priests, white linen dresses,
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turbans, and breeches, in which they
Bailey street, Harrisburg, Pa., and it will
offer up the mochi or unleavened be forwarded to her.

[August is, 1904.
A Little More S u n s h i n e .
A Little More Sunshine in my' heart, is
my earnest early morning prayer. It will
help me to so much more clearly see the
many beauties of the divinely appointed occasion.
A Little More Sunshine, it will help us
to walk so much more circumspectly
throughout this and all succeeding days of
our life.
A Little More Sunshine and it will enable us to more closely see the many beautiful forms in which God presents himself to
us during every day of our life.
A Little More Sunshine and we can see
him as he really is.
A Little More Sunshine and oh, how
pleasant everything appears around and
about us at all times and under all circumstances.
A Little More Sunshine and watch the
heavenly smile on every animate as well as
inanimate creature and object on earth.
A Little More Sunshine and you will
notice the rinoles and shouts of laughter on
everything your eyes and heart behold.
A Little More Sunshine'and you'll forget
all about the occasional misunderstandings
between yourself and neighbors and friends.
A Little More Sunshine and you - be
able to clearly see the beam in your own
eye and forget all about the mote in your
brother's occular anatomy.
A Little More Sunshine and all the world
will present the a b e a r a n c e of that glad •
day when there shall be no more night.
A Little More Sunshine and we'll have
heaven on earth all the time, which is the
central pivot of the divine plan of a true
Christian religion.
A Little More Sunshine and we'll see
God in the flowers, and leaves, the trees,
the snow, the clouds, the rain and the
tiniest blade of grass.
A Little More Sunshine and we'll be as
nearly that perfect human being as God contemplates we should be while enjoying this
beautiful world, which he has so graciously
provcided for us.—James Fidler

OBITUARIES.
SHOCKLEY.—Elisha H. Shockley was
born October 2, 1827, died July 27. 1904.
Father Shockley was a resident of Des
Moines, la. In 1854 he was united in marriage with Miss Mary Jane Hale, to which
union were born fourteen children, five of
whom and his wife, survive him. H e served
as a soldier in the civil war, was a highly
respected citizen, and in his last days returned fully to God and died singing—
"Shall we gather at the river," etc. Funeral
services were conducted by J. R. Zook.
S H U M B E R G E R . — B r o . Simon Shumberger was born in Cumberland county, Pa.,
February 25, 1842, and died in Harrisburg,
Pa., August I, 1904, aged 62 years, 5 months
and 7 days. H e passed away quietly and
peacefully after a number of months of
severe suffering of cancerous affection of
stomach and liver. H e bore his suffering
patiently and waited for his release.
He
leaves a sorrowing widow, one son, one
daughter and two grandchildren to mourn
the loss of a kind husband and devoted
father. The church loses a consistent member and faithful minister, the neighborhood
a good neighbor, and the community a
worthy citizen. H e was respected by all
who knew him. In the first organization of
the Messiah Home he was a member of the
Board, and continued to take an active interest in the work of the Home as long as
he lived. A service in connection with his
obsequies was held at his home on Derry
street, on the evening of August 3, at which
service Elders Aaron Martin, S. E. Beehm
and A. L. B. Martin, of the German Baptist Church, officiated. The attendance of
neighbors was large, showing the respect
and esteem in which he was held. H e was
buried on August 4th, when a service was
held at the Messiah Home, when Elder
Jonathan Wert, T. A. Long and George
Detwiler, officiated. Interment in Paxtang
cemetery. "
• ••

